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ABSTRACT
The availability of diverse applications (apps) and the need to
use many apps simultaneously have propelled users to constantly
switch between apps in smartphones. For an instantaneous switch,
these apps are often expected to stay in the memory. However,
when a user opens more apps and memory pressure increases, An-
droid kills background apps to relieve the memory pressure. When
the user switches a killed app back to the foreground, the user expe-
riences a laggy response that compromises his experience. To delay
this killing under memory pressure for a smoother user experi-
ence, we propose MemSaver, a low-cost approach for preemptively
swapping selected pages of the background apps out of memory to
avoid or postpone the killing of apps while ensuring their near-ideal
switch time. MemSaver uses pages accessed during events similar
to the switch and about the same app context for predicting the
pages to be accessed in the next switch. Evaluations on OnePlus 9
Pro using representative apps show that up to 60% of app’s memory
(RSS) can be saved while maintaining the switch time within the
acceptable range.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Memory management; •
Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile com-
puting systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The explosive advancement of mobile technology has carved itself
into the daily lives of people. Combining ever-increasing compu-
tational power along with a wide variety of feature-rich mobile
applications (apps), use of smartphones have become an integral
part in one’s daily life. To accommodate their diverse needs, studies
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have shown that smartphone users usually run ten or more apps
daily [7], often requiring a large memory capacity for a smooth
user experience. However, smartphone manufacturers often have
to limit the amount of DRAM due to a trade-off with affordability
and battery capacity. This leads to high memory pressure when the
user wants to keep more apps alive in memory.

Mobile OSes, like Android OS, follow the foot steps of traditional
desktop/server OSes and support virtual memory, which is an ap-
proach that allows multiple processes to run concurrently even
with limited physical memory via page swapping. The swapping
strategy searches the space occupied by any of the in-memory pro-
cesses for pages that are less likely to be accessed and swap them
out to the secondary storage to make more free memory available.
However, this widely-accepted practice of memory usage control
becomes highly undesirable in the smartphone environment. In
a smartphone, there is only one foreground app at a time that is
actively interacting with the user and the remaining apps run in the
background. Performance of the foreground app is of the highest
priority as it directly determines user experience. In mobile devices,
the swapping strategy, despite its benefits, may potentially bring
unacceptable performance issues for the foreground app. As some
of its pages may be selected for swapping due to lack of recent
accesses, a shift of working set to access these pages again will
result in a surge of page faults and turbulent user experience. Even
worse, using the swapping approach for tackling high memory pres-
sure could lead to memory page thrashing and render the mobile
device inoperative. Disrupting use experience of the app the user
is actively interacting with should be avoided at any cost and be
used only as a last line of defence under extremely high memory
shortage.

To this end, Android chooses to relieve high memory pressure
by first killing background apps using its Low Memory Killer Dae-
mon (lkmd) [12]. To protect the foreground app from being subject
to swapping, lkmd kills the least essential app(s) to free memory as
a response to high memory pressure. Killing apps is carried out in a
selected manner where apps are assigned different priorities based
on their execution state. For example, an app that contains An-
droid Activities that are still visible to the user or runs background
services is of higher priority than apps that are not visible to the
user (background state). It is noted that the killing usually does
not affect the app’s functionalities. When an Android app correctly
implements its Activity component for saving its current state, the
state will be saved before its killing. When the user switches back to
the app, its Activity will restore all its visible state as if it remained
in the background.
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Figure 1: Hot and cold launch latencies for various apps in
OnePlus 9Pro.

As users interact only with the app displayed on the screen and
usually keep many apps in the background, frequent switches be-
tween the apps are expected. Studies have found that users switch
between apps over 100 times a day [2]. With such a high switch
frequency, switch time is highly impactful on users’ perceived smart-
phone service quality. An app may be switched from its background
state to the foreground state when it still runs in the background.
This switch is named hot launch. In contrast, a switch of an app
to the foreground after it has been killed is named cold launch. To
understand the impact of lkmd on the switch time (which turns a
hot launch into a cold launch), we select some popular apps and
experimentally compare their hot and cold launch latencies in an
Android smartphone (see Section 4 for details). These apps include
entertainment app (YouTube), social media apps (Twitter, Reddit,
Discord), utility app (Chrome), and gaming apps (Subway Surfers).
The results are shown in Figure 1. The hot launch latency of each
of the apps is much lower than its cold launch latency. As shown,
the hot launch latency is around 100 ms. Studies have suggested
that when an event’s response time is less than 100 ms people feel
that the event is instantaneous [1]. And a response time less than
150ms does not compromise user satisfaction [14]. A time that is
significantly higher than the 150 ms latency indicates a laggy re-
sponse. For example, cold launch latencies of most of the apps are
over 400 ms. Repeated cold-launch experience due to the aggressive
lkmd’s action to reclaim memory is annoying, though the effort is
currently deemed necessary and often unavoidable.

While it is known that system-wide page swapping takes the risk
of compromising foreground app’s user experience, selected killing
of background apps leads to laggy smartphone use experience. In
this paper, we propose a solution, named MemSaver, that reclaims
memory pages to ease memory pressure without killing apps or
compromising the foreground-app’s user experience. It carries out
page swapping for background apps with minimal impacts on their
hot launch latency. To this end, there are some significant challenges
to address, including how to predict pages currently in the memory
space occupied by a background app, or its RSS (Resident Set Size),
that will be (or equivalently, will not be) accessed in its next hot
launch, how to collect history access information for the prediction
without disruption of foreground app’s execution, how to store the
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Figure 2: Amount of memory swap-out and hot launch la-
tency with different LRU strategies for various apps, includ-
ing LRU-background (denoted "LRU-B") and LRU-foreground
(denoted "LRU-F").

information in a light-weight way, and how to strike a trade-off
between saving memory and keeping launch latency low.

To this end, we make a number of contributions in the paper to
address the challenges.

• We show that the commonly-used LRU-like history access
information becomes much less relevant for prediction of
pages to be used in the next hot launch.

• For the first time we found that pages accessed in the history
hot launches of a context are highly predictive of those to be
accessed in the upcoming hot launch of the same context.

• We developed a series of low-cost approaches to collect and
record the relevant history accesses.

• We implemented Memsaver into Android and extensively
evaluate its performance on six commonly-used apps. The
results show that application’s RSS can be reduced by up to
60% while keeping the hot0launch latency in an acceptable
range.

2 RELEVANT HISTORY FOR PREDICTION
In the swapping of a background app, we need to predict its pages
that are likely to be accessed in its next hot launch and only keep
them in the memory. Obviously, we have to make the prediction
based on access history. A common wisdom is to look into the
recent accesses and identify pages that have been recently and
frequently accessed - the LRU strategy used in Linux (the Android’s
kernel).

2.1 Recency-based History
The LRU policy is based on recent access history, or recency-based
history. To understand the impact of using recent access in a page
swapping strategy on an Android app, we design two controlled
experiments. When an app is in the background, a time is chosen
as its swap moment when its selected pages are swapped out of
the memory to the flash. In this study, the intended swap moment
is usually well before the available memory is to be exhausted to
keep enough idle memory in the system always available. This is
important for smooth user experience because the foreground app
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or newly started apps may need substantial amount of free memory
at any time to quickly expand its memory allocation.

The two experiments differ at how the "recently" in the LRU
policy is defined. In the first experiment named LRU-background,
only the time period fromwhen the app has completed its transition
to the background and before the swap moment is considered as
"recent". In the second experiment named LRU-foreground, the time
period starts when the app is still in its previous foreground (10
seconds before a switch to the background). That is, it covers recent
accesses in the last foreground execution. In each of the experi-
ments, only pages that are accessed during its defined recent time
period are kept in the memory in the swapping. This is a simulation
of LRU’s behavior.

We are interested in knowing (1) howmany pages can be swapped
and (2) how longer the next hot launch latency will become after
a swapping. The desired result is that significant memory can be
saved without substantial increase of the latency. Figure 2 shows
percentage of the app’s RSS that can be reclaimed and the corre-
sponding hot launch latency for various apps. We observe that in
LRU-background very few pages are accessed and most of the RSS
pages (over 90%) can be swapped. However, this large memory
saving comes with an unacceptably high hot launch latency. For
example, for YouTube the latency is increased by over 6X over its
120ms ideal latency (with no swapping). In contrast, LRU-foreground
has little increase over the latency. However, it saves much less
memory (LRU-background can swap 2.1X-6.5X as many pages as
LRU-foreground from the memory). However, the experiments sug-
gest that making the choice by adjusting the recency does not lead
to a solution with both goals (large memory swapout and low hot
launch latency) well achieved. The key to a success relies on the
accurate prediction of pages to be accessed in the upcoming hot
launch.

2.2 Event-based History
While the recency-based history is not well indicative of pages
required in the next hot launch (aka hot-launch pages), we need
to turn to more relevant history. Similar to process scheduling,
an app’s hot launch involves a fixed set of operations and data
accesses to re-establish its previous execution state. Accordingly,
the set of pages in different hot launches are likely to bear some
similarity, and provide a clue on which pages should be retained
in the memory. As a hot launch is a user-triggered event, we are
defining and exploiting a locality based on the same type of events
in the history.

To observe whether such similarity exists across the hot launches
in an app’s execution, we examine and compare the pages accessed
in consecutive hot launches of YouTube. To assess the potentially
maximal similarity, we consider an app’s activity context in the
investigation. An app usually has a number of predefined activity
contexts, such as video, shorts, search, and library in YouTube. A
hot launch resumes its foreground execution in the same context
as the one it stayed in immediately before its switch to the back-
ground. Resuming the execution in different contexts may require
different context-specific pages. Therefore, in this experiment we
only conduct the comparison between hot launches of the same
context.
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Figure 3: Overlap of hot launch pages between two consecu-
tive hot launches (H1 and H2) with the same context as well
as impact of using the last hot-launch pages for swapping on
the hot launch latency.

Figure 3a shows the size of hot-launch page set as a percentage
of its RSS for each of the two consecutive hot launches of a specific
context. The RSS represents the amount of memory held by the
app in the background. The figure also presents size of the inter-
section of the two sets. As shown, the two sets contain about 80%
of common pages, suggesting that accesses in a recent hot-launch
event are predictive of that in the next hot launch. The hot launch
pages are almost all in the memory before a swapping. This is the
reason why a background app has a satisfactory hot launch latency
if no swapping was conducted. If we only keep the last hot launch
pages in the memory (about 30-45% of the RSS), about 55-70% of
the memory pages can be swapped. The potential memory saving
is significant. Meanwhile, Figure 3b shows next hot launch latency
with or without swapping based on the event-based history. The
time increase is about 10-30 ms, which is moderate and stays in the
acceptable range.

2.3 Challenges of Exploiting History
While we reveal the more relevant locality in the event-based his-
tory, there are a number of challenges on translating this finding
into an online system design. First, it can be too expensive to on-
line detect pages accessed during a hot launch. A straightforward
approach for the detection requires two scans of the app’s entire
page table: in the initial scan reset reference bits in the PTEs (Page
Table Entry) and then check them in the following scan when the
launch is completed. Each of the full-table scans can be very ex-
pensive. The cost is especially problematic for the first one, as it
takes place when the user initiates the app’s hot launch. It would
essentially block user’s interaction during the scan.

The second challenge is on the cost of recording the detected
pages. Following the conventional wisdom, it is tempting to con-
sider introducing a new data structure to accurately record the
pages. However, this approach would carry significant time and
space overheads. In particular, the data structure for tracking all
accessed pages would increase the memory usage, which is in con-
flict with the goal of this work for reducing memory footprint. In
addition, it may be necessary to record multiple sets of pages, each
about a different history event/context, which further inflates the
costs.
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Figure 4: Representative events in an app’s life time.

Third, assuming that a light-weight approach for detecting and
storing hot-launch pages is available, we may have multiple hot-
launch page sets recorded during an app’s execution, each for one
recent history hot launch. These hot launch events are of differ-
ent recency, and may be associated with different contexts. It is
unknown which of the page sets should be used in the decision of
page swapping for more memory saving and lower launch latency.
For example, in a situation where a hot launch of the same context
hasn’t been recorded, or the most recent hot launch is about a dif-
ferent context, it is not straightforward to understand the impact of
using the sub-ideal history data and to make the best page swapping
decision. The design of MemSaver addresses the challenges.

3 THE MEMSAVER DESIGN
An ideal design should have a light-weight approach to accurately
detect history pages, along with an efficient way to store the pages.
Such approach should also ensure that history information is uti-
lized in a manner such that app’s RSS is effectively reduced and does
not lead to undesirable latency in the next hot launch. In this sec-
tion we present MemSaver, an efficient design for identifying and
recording pages that are likely to be accessed in an app’s upcoming
hot launch and selectively retaining them in memory and swap-
ping the remaining pages to the flash. We dive into various design
choices and take a close look at their corresponding performance
implications. As MemSaver is deployed in Android, the design is
tailored to the smartphone’s hardware and software designs.

3.1 Phases in an Android App’s Execution
It is necessary to know the phases and relevant events experienced
during an app’s execution that are relevant to the MemSaver’s
design. As illustrated in Figure 4, the app constantly alternates
between the foreground state (the red zone in the figure) and back-
ground state (the green zone). In the red zone, any substantial over-
head added by the external facility is likely to be felt by users and
compromises their use experience. In contrast, a green zone allows
such overhead without users’ notice. Therefore, all MemSaver’s
operations are carefully carried out in the green zones.

As the swapping takes place at a moment during the background
execution, we need to understand the memory usage during the
time period to select the moment. In Android, after an app is sent
to the background, within the first few seconds (about 5 seconds)
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we observe that the app’s resident memory space (RSS) remains
about the same as that of the app during its foreground execution,
as shown in Figure 4. After this it reduces to a smaller size by re-
leasing its allocated space and then stays at the memory footprint.
We name these two time periods in the background as the tran-
sition and stable states, respectively. In the two states the size of
actively accessed memory space (aka working set size or WSS) is
very different. Figure 5 shows the change in the WSS of various
apps over time after the app is sent to the background. During
the transition state, the Android app is in the onPause() life-cycle
activity state, a state where Android OS expects the app likely to go
back to onResume() activity state (re-launch back to the foreground)
soon. Consequently, an app’s RSS is observed to remain the same
as that of in the foreground to continue its normal execution in
the background for a short time period in anticipation of a possible
quick switch back. After this period WSS is dramatically reduced
and stabilized as the app continues its execution into the stable
state. This uniqueWSS/RSS behaviour of Android apps is one of the
necessary elements the design of MemSaver will take into account.
Integrating Android specific functionality along with careful design
enables MemSaver to efficiently detect, collect, and use hot launch
pages.
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3.2 Detection and Storage of Hot-Launch Pages
To allow access prediction based on prior hot-launch events, Mem-
Saver needs to collect pages accessed during a hot launch (hot
launch pages). As a hot launch needs to be associated with an activ-
ity context, MemSaver integrates itself with Android OS to identify
the current context when user interacts with the app in the fore-
ground. As only the last context before a switch to the background
will resume its execution in the next hot launch, MemSaver appends
the last context’s name before the app goes into the background
to the next hot launch. That is, the context of a set of history hot
launch pages is known when they are used for deciding swappable
pages.

When MemSaver is informed by Android of an app’s hot launch,
MemSaver starts to collect accessed pages during the launch. As
we have mentioned, the two full-scan approach requires a traversal
of an app’s entire address space, whose cost is unacceptable. As an
example, for YouTube it represents a coverage of a 17GB address
space, much larger than its RSS at the time of the hot launch (about
400MB). Accordingly, the time spent on one scan is about 100ms,
which is too expensive.

In an app’s address space, there are two types of pages: anony-
mous and file-backed pages. Since they have different properties,
we design different light-weight approaches for access detection.
As anonymous pages are more scattered in a larger space, it’s not
effective to identify a much reduced scope for efficient scanning.
Instead, MemSaver artificially generates minor page faults to reveal
what pages are accessed in a hot launch. Specifically, we leverage a
Linux facility – zRAM– that is enabled in Android by default. zRAM
is an in-memory compression-based swap space. When the app is
in the background, MemSaver swaps out all its anonymous pages
to the zRAM using madvise() syscall with the MADV_PAGEOUT
flag. At this time the hot launch has not yet started. The swapout
cost during the background execution is not felt by the user

During the hot launch, any accessed page will trigger a page
fault for loading it from the zRAM. Consequently, MemSaver can
identify the hot-launch pages by intercepting page faults during
their handling in Linux. As page faults in zRAM do not involve any
flash I/O operations, and only decompression of anonymous pages
instead, the cost is moderate. Compared to that of true page faults
from the flash, this cost is close to that of minor page faults.

The approach of using zRAM for generating page faults cannot
be applied to the file backed pages, as these pages would only be
swapped to the file system on the flash. To address the issue, we
choose to narrow the scan scope. This is made possible by the
observation that file-backed pages (1) are often clustered and (2) are
mostly also accessed in the foreground phase. The idea is to collect
the VMAs (the data structure the Linux kernel uses to manage
contiguous virtual memory areas) covering file backed pages that
have been accessed in the foreground. This set of VMAs will be the
focused scope where MemSaver will look for accessed file-backed
pages in the next hot launch.

However, detection of the VMAs for accessed file-backed pages
during the foreground execution is intrusive to the foreground
app’s execution. To address this issue, we leverage the unique WSS
behaviour of Android apps, which is the existence of the transition
state. The brief pseudo background period is in the green zone but

retains foreground’s access behavior. Therefore, MemSaver moves
its detection of the focused scope from the foreground to this special
background period. As this operation, named transfer collection, is
in the green zone, it is affordable to use two scans to identify the
VMAs that have been accessed. The VMAs will then be the scope for
the two-scan operation in the next hot launch for file-backed pages.
To further reduce the scope we use the 2MB aligned memory region
in a VMA as the unit (representing 512 4KB-pages) for tracking file-
back accesses. All detected VMA regions are recorded in an index
(the scope index) for quick access. Within this focused page-scan
scope, the two scans in the reduced scope takes only about 1 ms.
This time overhead becomes acceptable even in the red zone.

Instead of using a data structure to store the detected hot launch
pages, MemSaver records them in the unused PTE bits (bits 60-63)
in the page table. At the time when an accessed page is detected,
its PTE is likely to be the CPU cache. The cost for updating the
PTEs is negligible. To determine pages for swapping, MemSaver
does need to scan the page table to know the recorded hot launch
pages. However, this will take place only when the app is in the
background. Furthermore, using the idle PTE bits avoids inflating
memory usage. The availability of four bits for recording accesses
in the history presents MemSaver with choices of tracking multiple
selected events. As a page swapping policy, MemSaver needs to
know the specific events whose page accesses should be collected
and which of the history events should be involved in a swapping
decision making. To this end, we adopt a heuristic approach whose
design is driven by targeted experiments (to be discussed).

3.3 Incorporating Working Sets in the Recent
History

We have suggested retaining history hot launch pages in memory
during the swapping. In the meantime, there are two sets of actively
accessed pages (working sets) that may need to be kept in memory.
One of them is that right before the app switches to the background.
A hot launch is essentially a resumption of the last foreground
execution. Pages in the working set at the end of the foreground
phase is likely to be accessed at the beginning of the next foreground
phase (i.e., the hot launch time period). The other working set
is the one during the stable state in the background. Its pages
need to be kept in memory even after the swapping to support its
background execution. One challenge is that the detection of pages
in the foreground working set would take place in the red zone in
Figure 4. Its cost is simply not acceptable during the foreground
execution. Fortunately, the existence of the transition state right
after the switch to the background makes a non-intrusive detection
of the pages possible. As it is in the background, we can use the two-
scan approach to get its working set. Because the app maintains its
foreground activities in the transition state, the working set right
after the switch can be an approximation of the one before the
switch. We denote this background working set 𝐵1. In contrast, the
working set in the stable state is denoted 𝐵2.

MemSaver initiates its swapping during the background execu-
tion after the transition state. To understand the impact of addi-
tionally keeping 𝐵1 and/or 𝐵2 on the swapping efficacy in terms of
swap-out memory amount and hot launch latency, we experiment
with keeping different combinations of the working sets along with
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(b) Keep hot launch pages 𝐻1 and
Working sets 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 in memory
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(c) Keep hot launch pages 𝐻1 and
Working set 𝐵1 in memory

Figure 6: Impact of Background Active pages on RSS reduction and Hot launch latency

the set of pages accessed in the last hot launch in memory (denoted
as 𝐻1). Note that we assume the app stays in the same context
across the events. Apparently, it is necessary to keep 𝐵2 in memory,
as pages in 𝐵2 continue to be accessed after the swapping (during
the background execution period). The question is whether 𝐵1 also
needs to be considered. In the first experiment, we leave out 𝐵1.
Figure 6a shows the amount of swap-out memory (as a percentage
of its RSS at the time of the swapping) and the corresponding hot
launch latency after swapping any pages in the RSS that are not
in either 𝐻1 or 𝐵2 for various apps. As seen, though an app’s RSS
can be effectively reduced (up to 60%), the hot launch latency is
much higher than the ideal hot launch latency (the one without
swapping). As it is necessary to maintain an acceptable hot launch
latency, it is not sufficient to only consider 𝐵2 in the swapping
decision.

In an attempt to reduce the hot launch latency, we add the 𝐵1
to the set of pages that are kept in memory (i.e., 𝐵1, 𝐵2, and 𝐻1)
in the swapping decision. Figure 6b shows its swapout memory
amount and the corresponding launch latency. As expected, the
amount of swapout memory is reduced. However, the reductions
represent small percentages of respective RSSes. In the meantime,
the hot launch latencies become close to their respective ideal ones.
To know if it is still necessary to consider 𝐵2 after 𝐵1 is included,
we then remove 𝐵2 (i.e., only 𝐵1 and 𝐻1 pages are not swapped
out). Figure 6c shows that both the memory swap-out amount
and the hot launch latency do not have any substantial changes.
Examining background active pages, we observe that some of the
𝐵1 pages continue to be active over the execution of the app in
the background and consequently cover about 95% of 𝐵2 pages.
Figure 7 shows the overlap of 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 for various apps. For this
reason, regarding 𝐵1 and 𝐵2, 𝐵1 MemSaver only collects 𝐵1 pages
of an app and retains these pages in memory (if they have been in
memory before the swapping).
3.4 Incorporating Context-aware Hot-launch

Pages
As discussed, the set of pages that have been accessed during the
prior hot launch is a potentially strong indicator of pages to be
used in the upcoming hot launch. Multiple such prior page sets
may have been recorded, and they may be associated with different
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Figure 7: Overlap between 𝐵1 and 𝐵2
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Figure 8: Hot launch latency when different history hot
launch page set is used for the swapping before the hot
launch.

app contexts. Intuitively, the most relevant one among all possibly
recorded page sets is the one about the most recent hot launch and
of the same context as the one for the upcoming hot launch. To
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Table 1: Apps and Contexts

App Context1 Context2
YouTube Video Shorts
Twitter Search Tweet
Chrome Web page Tabs
Reddit Message Search

Subway Surfers Game Pause Shop

have a sensible design, we need to experimentally confirm or dis-
confirm this conjecture and the impact of different sets of history
hot launches. In the interest of clarity, the set of pages accessed in
a history hot launch (𝐻 ) is denoted 𝐻𝑐𝑥𝑡

𝑘
, where 𝑐𝑥𝑡 is the context

when the hot launch take places,𝑘 indicates how recently the launch
is. For 𝑘 = 1, it is the most recent one, or the last one, and for 𝑘 = 2,
it is the second to the last one, and so on. Figure 8 shows the hot
launch latency when different history access information was used
for a swapping in the background before the hot launch for various
apps. The latency is compared with the ideal latency, the one when
swapping is not conducted. In the experiment, two contexts were
selected for each of the apps (Youtube, Twitter, Chrome, Reddit,
and SubwaySurfers), namely context1 and context2. Table 1 depicts
the contexts for each of the apps. In the experiments, context1 is
designated as the current background context, which is also the one
for the upcoming hot launch. Context2 is a context appearing in the
past. In a swapping, we keep pages in the most recent background
working set 𝐵1 (with context1) and pages in an 𝐻 set. As shown in
the figure, if the history 𝐻 is 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

1 (the assumed most relevant
𝐻 ), or pages in the 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

1 𝑈𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡11 are retained in memory,
the next hot launch latencies stay in the acceptable range (about less
than 200ms). Admittedly, some of them are substantially higher than
the ideal one (e.g., Reddit). In practice, smartphone use experience
is more impacted by the unexpectedly long latency than by latency
variations within an acceptable range.

While an 𝐻 is associated with a context, we need to understand
how strongly it is correlated with its context. This is important
because sometimes a history 𝐻 with context1 (the current context)
is not available. In the situation, MemSaver may have to choose an
𝐻 whose context is different from context1 for its swapping decision.
Figure 8 also shows the hot launch latency after retaining pages in
𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡2
1 𝑈𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡11 in memory during the swapping. Using an 𝐻

with an unmatched context (context2), the hot launch latency can
increase to an unacceptable level (370ms for YouTube). The latency
for Reddit also increases to over 250ms. These drastic increases
do not take place for all the apps (e.g., the increases for Twitter
and SubwaySurf are moderate.). To be a reliable design, memSaver
chooses to be conservative by not carrying out swapping if an 𝐻

with a matched context has not yet been recorded.
A more common situation is that a history 𝐻 with a matched

context does exist but it is not the most recent one. To understand
the impact of the recency on the swapping effectiveness, we ex-
periment with the case where pages in 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

2 𝑈𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡11 are
retained in memory. Figure 8 also shows its hot launch latency. As
shown, using 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

2 produces the hot launch latency almost
the same as that using 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

1 . This observation suggests that
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Figure 9: Comparison of swapout memory and hot launch
latency for YouTube between using its three recent 𝐻s and
using only one recent 𝐻 . All 𝐻s are associated with the same
context (’video’).
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for YouTube. All 𝐻s are associated with the same context
(’video’).

recency, or time-defined locality, is less relevant for identifying use-
ful access history. This is consistent with the rationale of adopting
event-based history in this study. Therefore, MemSaver chooses to
use the latest 𝐻 with the matched context (if available), whether
it is for the latest hot launch or not, in its recorded history for
swapping out the app’s memory.

The last design question is on the choice of 𝐻 when there are
multiple 𝐻s with the matched context in the recorded history. One
might expect that using all the ’qualified’ 𝐻s would help to keep
more pages to be used in the next hot launch in memory and thus
further reduce the hot launch latency. To understand its impact,
we carried out swapping for YouTube with ’video’ as context1 (the
current context) and using either one or three history 𝐻s of the
same context1. Figure 9 shows their respective hot launch latency
and number of swapout pages. Using additional 𝐻s doesn’t help
to further reduce the hot launch time. It is not necessary to con-
sider more than one (earlier) 𝐻s. Furthermore, using multiple 𝐻s
has a side effort. As shown, using three 𝐻s reduces the number
of swapout pages by about 32%. Figure 10 shows overlap of each
of the four earlier 𝐻s with the 𝐻1 (all 𝐻s are associated with the
same context). The overlap is consistently about 75%. This sug-
gests that this 75% subset represents an invariant that persists over
the different hot launches. It is this invariant that contributes to
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Figure 11: RSS reductions and hot launch times with different swapping methods for apps at different contexts.

MemSaver’s effective prediction. The remaining 25% subsets in the
respective 𝐻s are not essential for the prediction. This corroborates
the finding shown in Figure 8 about using a non-most-recent 𝐻 . As
long as it is an 𝐻 of the same context, the 𝐻 can effectively serve
the purpose. For this reason, as an optimization MemSaver doesn’t
have to collect and record 𝐻 for every hot launch.

3.5 A Summary of MemSaver Policy
MemSaver consists of two operations: access collection and page
swapping. There are four bits for each page in an app’s page table
entry for recording history, each for one history event. Because
of limited number of bits and cost of access collection, MemSaver
follows this collection policy.

(1) One bit is reserved for the 𝐵1 pages. 𝐵1 is collected with
each switch to the background (during the transition phase);

(2) The remaining three bits are used for up to three 𝐻s. They
are logically organized as an LRU stack. The most recently
recorded 𝐻 is at the stack top. The one at the bottom is to
be replaced by recording of a new 𝐻 ;

(3) For a new hot launch with context1:
(a) If there hasn’t been an 𝐻 of context1 recorded in the stack,

collect its accessed pages and place the corresponding 𝐻
at the stack top (by replacing the one at the bottom);

(b) Otherwise, an 𝐻 of context1 exits in the stack. In the case,
if it’s in the stack bottom, collect a new𝐻 to replace it. Oth-
erwise, skip the collection for this hot launch. This is for
three reasons. (1) A history 𝐻 of the same context is still
usable; (2) Making fewer collections helps improve effi-
ciency. And (3) an 𝐻 earlier than two other 𝐻s of different
contexts is updated for freshness.

In the meantime, MemSaver follows this swapping policy.
(1) If there are not any 𝐻 of the matching context, do not swap.

(2) Otherwise, use the 𝐻 of the matching context and 𝐵1 to
decide the pages that will be retained in the memory and
swap out other in-memory pages.

4 ADDITIONAL EVALUATION RESULTS
To understand the efficacy of MemSaver, we implemented and eval-
uated it in Android using various representative apps (YouTube,
Twitter, Subway Surfer, Chrome, and Reddit). We compared its hot
launch latency after an app’s RSS has been reduced against the hot
launch latency of all-in-memory apps (the ideal case). The evalua-
tions were performed on a OnePlus 9 Pro phone with Qualcomm®
Snapdragon™ 888 processor containing 12GB RAM and running
Android version 11.

As mentioned, MemSaver has two objectives for a background
app, which are to reduce its memory footprint and keep its hot
launch latency within an acceptable range. While MemSaver uses
different methods for detecting hot-launch pages (page faults from
zRAM for anonymous pages vs. page table scans in a reduced scope
for file-backed pages), we break down their impacts in the exper-
iments. For each app, we assume availability of 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1

1 with
various current contexts (context1). Figure 11 shows the RSS re-
duction in percentage and the corresponding hot launch latency
when swapping is applied only on anonymous pages or on both
anonymous and file-backed pages. It also shows the ideal hot launch
latency.

There are some interesting observations. First, RSS can be sub-
stantially reduced. With only anonymous pages are considered, up
to 48% of the memory can be saved with an average of 23%. If file-
based pages are also considered, up to 60% of memory can be saved
with an average of 34%. Second, the increase of hot launch latency
is mostly in the range of 10-50 ms, leaving the latency usually under
150 ms and thus making users mostly feel it as an instantaneous
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launch. This is an impressive result. As an example, with an average
of 33% memory saving, a smartphone that currently can hold 10
background apps in the memory without being killed will be able
to keep 15 apps alive in the background with MemSaver. For a user
whose number of actively used apps is moderately over existing
limit, with MemSaver his bumpy app switch experience is removed.
Third, additionally considering file-backed pages for swapping ei-
ther doesn’t increase the launch time substantially or sometime
even reduce the time. This is because file-backed pages are usually
sequentially accessed and prefetching could be activated. Four, we
do observe that for some apps (e.g., Figure 11b and Figure 11e) at
some contexts (e.g, search and image) MemSaver may occasionally
produce a hot launch latency as high as 200-300 ms due to exces-
sive number of page faults. In summary, in general MemSaver can
reduce apps’ RSS while maintaining near-ideal hot launch latency.
In a few cases the latency can be high when compared to the ideal
time. However, if compared to the often much higher cold launch
times (see Figure 1), the time still represents an improvement.

5 RELATEDWORKS
User experience is often dictated by the availability of memory in
smartphones. Prior works have focused on improving user expe-
rience on many fronts including improving app’s memory man-
agement and launch performance. To improve app switch time,
ASAP [13] uses multiple threads to prefetch pages that are likely
to be accessed during a switch. IORap [4] in Android 11 predicts
data required by an app ahead of time by profiling its I/O in several
cold runs. FALCON [15] uses information including user location
and temporal access patterns to predict an app’s launch time and
preload its data.

Under high memory pressure Android triggers lkmd [9] to kill
background apps to ease memory pressure. To avoid the killing,
Marvin [6] swaps out memory that is less likely to be used in the
object granularity with ahead-of-time swap, which requires An-
droid Run Time (ART) modifications. In contrast, MemSaver swaps
out pages unlikely to be used in an app’s upcoming hot launch
in an attempt to postpone the inevitable killing. It doesn’t require
any modification of apps themselves. SmartSwap [16] predicts least
likely used app using information like location and usage history
to swap out pages of those apps. Rather than predicting which app
will be relaunched, MemSaver only considers app’s event-based
access history to selectively swap pages out of memory. To avoid
disruption of foreground app, Acclaim [8] frees pages from back-
ground apps and provide them to foreground apps. A2S [5] inte-
grates process-level kill approach and page-level swap approach by
using a threshold to decide processes for killing and by estimating
page lifetime to decide pages for swapping out. Instead of predict-
ing which pages to swap out or prefectch or predicting apps as a
whole [10, 11], MemSaver uses more intricate information of app-
specific context to reduce app’s RSS while maintaining near-ideal
hot launch time. A more extensive coverage and analysis of related
efforts on the improvement of app launch time can be found in the
survey paper [3]. It helps to further understand that MemSaver’s
unique approach and techniques represent a step forward in the
improvement of smartphones’ use experience.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present MemSaver, a low-cost approach for pre-
emptively swapping selected pages of the background apps out of
memory while ensuring their near-ideal hot-launch time. Different
from conventional LRU-like strategies for selecting memory pages
for swapping, MemSaver uniquely resorts to event-specific history
to accurately determine the pages for swapping. Evaluation of an
implementation of MemSaver in Android shows that up to 60%
of application’s RSS can be reduced while ensuring that its hot
launch time remains in the range friendly to users for real apps of
representative types.
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